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FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS 
This report is concerned only with square, nonsingular 
matrices whose elements are in a Galois Field. The cases GF(p), 
GF(p 2 ), and GF(p 3 ) are considered separately as the author is 
unaware of any general method covering these three cases. 
The method of inversion used is the Gaussian Elimination 
method. This technique is based on three types of elementary 
row operations defined as follows: 
Type I: interchange of corresponding elements in 
rows i and r; 
Type II: multiplication of the elements of a row 
by a nonzero constant; 
Type III: adding k times each element of row r to 
the corresponding element of row i. 
To invert a matrix, M, these operations are employed in a specific 
order to transform M into the identity matrix In. Then, these 
same operations are applied to In i the exact order that they 
were applied to M. This transforms In into the inverse of M, 
which is denoted by M -1 . 
In practice one usually augments the matrix with the iden- 
tity matrix, which results in an augmented matrix having n rows 
and 2n columns. This enables one to perform the operations on 
both the given matrix and the identity matrix at the same time. 
To avoid changing notation every time a new matrix is obtained, 
the symbol mid is used in this report to refer to the elements 
of the matrix currently under consideration. When the process 
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is completed, the augmented matrix will have the original matrix 
transformed into the identity and the identity matrix trans- 
formed into the inverse matrix. 
To invert a matrix by the method of Gaussian Elimination, 
one first augments the matrix on the right with the identity 
matrix. Then, if m11 is not zero, each element of the first 
row is multiplied by 
mll. If mll is zero, there will exist an 
element m 
rl in the first column that is nonzero, for if all 
mrl were zero, the matrix would be singular. The type I 
operation is now applied to rows 1 and r. After multiplying 
-1 
the elements of the first row by m11, multiply the first row 
by mkl and subtract the product from row k where k = 2, 3, ..., n. 
Next, one tests m22. In general, if mkk is zero, select an 
m 
rk X 0 for some r = k+1, k+2, 
n and apply the type I oper- 
ation to rows r and k. Then one multiplies the elements of row 
k by mkk. The other rows are transformed by replacing each mij 
with mi -m m where i = j = j ik kJ 
By repeating this process n times, one will transform the given 
matrix M into In and In into M 
1 
. 
Before describing how this method is modified for use on an 
electronic computer, some of the basic theory of Galois Fields 
will be discussed. The general Galois Field, denoted by GF(pt), 
consists of p t elements of the form 
a 0 + a 1 L + 
at 
_11, t-1 
where each ai is a residue of the prime modulus, p. The modulus 
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of the field is an irreducible polynomial of the type just 
described and, for L 1, 2, ..., p-1, the equation 
Lt = ao all, 4 ... 4 a t-1 L 
t-1 
has no solution in the field. 
Since a field has the property of closure, the product of 
any two elements b(L) and c(L) is the unique polynomial ra) 
given by the division algorithm 
b(L)e(L) = q(L)m(L)-tr(L); 
the degree of r(L) is less than or equal to n-1, and m(L) is the 
irreducible polynomial chosen as the modulus of the field. A 
field also has the property that the inverse of each element, 
except the zero element, is in the field. Therefore, if c(L) 
is the inverse of b(L), then r(L) = 1. 
It is shown that if ml(L) and m2(L) are two irreducible 
polynomials of the same degree over GF(pt), the fields GF(p,m,(L)) 
and GF(p,m2(L)) are isomorphic. This means that the GF(pt) 
depends only upon the prime p and the integer t and not upon the 
irreducible polynomial chosen as the modulus. Hence, one need 
determine only one irreducible equation for the field as the 
fields determined by the other irreducible polynomials are 
isomorphic to it. 
1 
1Cyrus C. MacDuffee, Introduction to Abstract Algebra, 
pp. 174-175. 
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These basic facts will enable one to determine the inverse 
of a matrix with elements in a Galois Field. However, prior to 
the actual inversion of such a matrix, an adaptation of the 
Gaussian Elimination process for a computer will be discussed. 
AN ADAPTATION OF THE GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION 
METHOD FOR USE ON AN ELECTRONIC COMPUTER 
An adaptation of the Gaussian Elimination process for use 
on an electronic computer is based upon the fact that when the 
process is to be applied to row r, the first r-1 columns are in 
their final form and hence need never be referred to. This 
enables one to shift the matrix so that when commencing with row r, 
the diagonal element mrr is the element m11 and the rth row is 
row 1. 
To show the adaptation in detail, assume that the process 
has just been applied to row 1. Before commencing with row 2, 
relocate row 1 into row n11, an extra row that has been reserved. 
Each element is now shifted into the row immediately above it by 
replacing each mij with mirl,j, i = 1,2,,n, j = 1,2,,2n. 
In essence, this is the same as applying the type I operation 
to rows 1 and 2, then to rows 2 and 3, ..., and finally to rows 
n-1 and n. As column 1 has been transformed into its final form 
and is not referred to later, it is erased by moving each element 
into the column to its left. This is accomplished by replacing 
each mu with mi,j,i, i = 1,2,,n, j = 1,2,.,2n-1. On the 
computer, both shifting operations are performed at the same 
time by replacing each mij with mi41,jti. At this point, note 
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that row 2 is the new row 1, element m22 is now m11, and that 
there are only 2n-1 columns remaining in the augmented matrix. 
Also, since the first column was erased, one will note that 
there was no need to transform it into standard form. This is 
a savings in machine time. 
One is now ready to perform the process on the new row 1. 
However, if mil is zero, the nonzero mri will have to be among 
the first n-1 elements of the first column since the last row 
is the original row 1 and cannot be used again. After multi- 
- 
plying each element of row 1 by 
mll1 , transform the other rows 
by replacing each mij with mirmilmlj where i = 2, 3, 
j = 2,3,-,2n. Relocate row 1 into row n+1 and replace each 
mij with mit,,j4.1 There are now 2n-2 columns remaining in 
tne augmented matrix. 
In general, performing the kth iteration, if m11 is zero, 
the nonzero m kl will have to be among the first n-k+1 elements 
of the first column. After multiplying the elements of row 1 
by mll-1 , replace each mij with mu-milt/11j. Now relocate row 1 
into row n+1 and shift by replacing each mij with mi,i,j41 
These five operations: 
(1) obtaining nonzero mil, 
(2) multiplying the elements of row 1 by mil, 
(3) transforming the other rows by replacing each mij 
with the difference m ij -m m 
() relocating the first row into row nil, and 
(5) shifting the matrix by replacing each mij with mis1 
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constitute the inversion cycle. Although the process has been 
increased from three to five steps, the method is much easier to 
program for a computer. As one is interested in the inverse 
matrix, the process is terminated after n iterations, where n 
is the number of rows of the matrix. The inverse matrix will 
be in the locations originally occupied by the given matrix and 
the identity matrix does not appear. 
form 
The Number of Storage Locations Required for 
Storing a Matrix with El) ments in GF(pt) 
For the general Galois Field, GF(pt), each element is of the 
a0 alL t ... 4 at t-1. 
Since one cannot store more than one coefficient in a given 
location, each element will require t locations. This means that 
each row of an n X n matrix will require nt locations. There- 
fore, the matrix will have to be thought oftfor storage purposes, 
as consisting of n rows and nt columns. 
Each element of the identity is zero except the diagonal 
elements which are 1, In this field, zero is represented as a 
polynomial of the form described above where each ai = 0. The 
number 1 is represented in the same form except a0 = 1, and all 
other ai = 0. Hence each element of the inverse is composed 
of t terms. This means the identity matrix will require n rows 
and nt columns. Therefore, the augmented matrix will be of 
dimension n X 2nt. 
A Method for Generating th2 
Identity Matrix for the GF(p ) 
In practice, one usually stores the matrix in the computer 
and then has the computer generate the identity matrix, as it is 
a much faster process than to read in both matrices. To gen- 
erate the identity matrix for a Galois Field, note that in the 
augmented matrix, the l's in the diagonal elements appear in 
columns nt*l, (n4.1)t41,,(n*r-1)t*l, where r is the row in which 
the 1 appears. Hence, let r = 1,2,,n, j = 1,2,,nt and 
define Il to be (r -l)ti.l and jl to be nt*j. If Il-j is zero, 
the location mr,j, is 1; if Il-j is not zero, location mr,j1 = 0. 
By continuing in this manner, one will generate the identity matrix 
for the augmented matrix with elements in GF(pt). 
INVERSION OF A MATRIX WITH ELEMENTS IN GF(p) 
In this field, one must determine the multiplicative in- 
verses of the diagonal elements. Also, each product and sum 
must be reduced to an element in the field. 
The inverse of m11 will be an integer I such that I"11 is 
congruent to 1 modulo p. From elementary congruence relations, 
this means that the product I .mli leaves a remainder of 1 when 
divided by the prime p, or, in symbols, 
Im 11 = kp * 1. 
This is the euclidean algorithm with r = 1. Since m11 is a 
residue of p, I will have to be greater than k since I 
"11-1 = kp. 
Therefore, to determine I, form the expression 
(1) Im 11 - kp -1 
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where I = 1,2,,p-1 and k = 1,2,..,1. As the integers modulo 
a prime constitute a field, one will always be able to determine 
an I and a k so that the expression will equal zero. Note that 
if m 11 = 1, the first row will be in 
standard form, so one will 
not have to determine an I and a k. When the expression (1) 
does equal zero, I will be the inverse of m11, The first row is 
then transformed by replacing each mlj with (Imli)p, where 
j = 1,2,,2n. The expression in parentheses is read as I times 
m 
lj , then reduced modulo p. 
The other rows are transformed by letting i = 2, 3, ..., n, 
j = 2, 3, ..., 2n and forming the product (milm,j)p. If mij- 
(m m lj ) p is negative, add p to the difference to make it non- 
negative and then replace mij with this difference. If the 
difference is nonnegative, it is in the field so one would 
replace mii with it. Now relocate row 1 into row n'l and shift 
by replacing each mij with miti,j41. 
This process is performed n times with n being the number 
of rows. One will then have the inverse in the locations 
originally occupied by the matrix, and the identity matrix will 
not appear. 
One use of this program is for the coding and decoding of 
messages. Such a program, with another program for matrix - 
vector multiplication over this field, has been submitted to 
9 
the National Security Agency. 
INVERSION OF A MATRIX 
WITH ELEMENTS IN GF(p2) 
Before one is able to invert a matrix over this field, an 
irreducible equation must be determined which will be the modulus 
for the field. To determine such an equation, let al = 1, 2, ..., 
a0 = 1, 2, ..., p-1, and L 1, 2, ..., p-1. Form the expression 
(L2) -(a 4a L) p 0 1 p 
If, for a fixed al and a0, this is not zero for all values of L, 
the equation 
L2 = a0 4a1L 
is irreducible and determines the field. If it does equal zero 
for some value of L, the equation determined by a0 and al is 
reducible and does not determine the GF(p 2 ). As noted previously, 
one need determine only one irreducible equation. However, if 
one were interested in determining all irreducible equations, 
onewouldletthe. al range over all the values indicated and 
note those for which the equation is irreducible. 
The next step is to determine a method for reducing all 
products to an element in the field. To do this denote the 
modulus as a 
0 
1.aiL and consider the product, 
(b0l.b1L)(c04c1L) = (boco)p (b0ci4bic0)pL 4 (bici)pL2. 
Each element in this field consists of only two terms, acmnetant 
10 
term and a term involving L. Hence, to reduce the L 
2 
term, re- 
place L 2 with the modulus, a0 * ail,. The product is equal to 
(b 
0 
0 
0 
) 
p 
T (b 
o 
C 
1 
4b 
1 
0 ) 
P 
L (a 0 b 1 1 ) p * (a1b1c1)pL. 0 
By collecting terms, one has the desired form for the product, 
namely 
(b c +a b ) (b c 1.13 (c sa c )) L. 0 0 0 1 1 p 0 1 1 0 1 1 P 
For the remainder of this section, the first term of this ex- 
pression will be referred to as the constant term and the second 
as the coefficient of L. 
To commence the inversion process, note that the even 
numbered columns contain the coefficients of L, while the odd 
numbered columns contain the constant coefficients. If the coef- 
ficient of L in the first element, m 12' is zero the inverse will - 
be an integer I. If m12 is not zero, the inverse will be of the 
form k 
0 
* k 
1 
L where each k 
i 
is a residue of the prime modulus p. 
Therefore, first test if m12 is zero. If so, and 
mll X 1, the 
inverse is determined in the same manner as for GF(p). If m 11 
1, 
m12 = °' the row is in standard form. 
If m 12 
is not zero, 
set ki = ko = and form the coefficient of 
L in the products: 
(m11441112L)( k07k1L). 
Values will exist for the k such that the coefficient of L is 
congruent to zero, modulo p. When they have been determined, 
evaluate the constant coefficient and reduce it modu10 p. If 
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the constant coefficient is 1, then kcytkiL is the inverse; if it 
is not 1 (note that it cannot be zero since a field does not 
have divisors of zero), determine the inverse, I, as for GF(p) 
and replace each ki by (Iki)p. 
If the inverse consists of a single term, I, the first row 
is transformed by letting j = 1, 2, ..., Lin and replacing each 
mij by (mipp. If the inverse is of the form k04k1L, let 
j = 1, 3, 5, ..., 4n-1 and form the product 
j4m1,iIL)( k0lk1L). 
The element m lj is in an odd numbered column, so is replaced 
by the constant term; ml,iti is in an even numbered column and 
is therefore replaced by the coefficient of L. Both coeffi- 
cients of the product are reduced modulo p prior to replacement. 
To transform the other rows, form the product 
(mil4mi2L)(m1j41111,j41L) 
and reduce each coefficient modulo p where i = 2, 3,...,n, 
= 3,5,7,,4/1-1. This element is subtracted from the element 
mii mi,j41 L. 
As the difference must consist of nonnegative terms, one would 
first test the expression 
mij - (constant term). 
If this difference is nonnegative, mij is replaced by it. If the 
12 
difference is negative, one would add p to it to make the 
difference nonnegative before replacement. This same test is now 
applied to 
- 
m (coefficient of L). 
Now relocate row 1 into the (ntl)th row and replace each 
mid . by m itl,j42 . This erases the first two columns. The reason 
for this is that each element requires two locations; hence, the 
first column contains the constant coefficients and the second 
column, the coefficients of L for the first column of elements. 
After repeating this process n times, the inverse will be 
in the first n rows and 2n columns. It will consist entirely 
of elements in the field and will be exact. 
INVERSION OF A MATRIX WITH ELEMENTS IN GF(p3) 
In this field, the irreducible equations are of the form 
L3 = a0 4 all, 4 a2L2. 
They are determined by letting L and a0 = 1,2,,p-1, al and a2 = 
1,2,...,p and noting those combinations of the ai for which the 
expression 
(L3) - (a0 ail, 4 a2L2)p 
is not zero for all values of L. 
Each element in this field is of the general form 
bo t b1L + b2L 
2 
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where the bi are elements of GF(p). One must next consider how 
the product of two elements is transformed into an element of 
this field. To show how one does transform the product, denote 
the modulus by 
ao 4 all, 4 a2L2, 
and consider the product: 
(b04b1L4b2L2)(co4c1L4c2L2) = (boco)p 4 (boo' 4 biCo)pL 
(b0c24b1c14b2c0)pL2 4 (b1c2+b2c1)pL3 4 (b2c2)pL4. 
The L3 term is reduced by replacing L3 with the modulus. This 
yields, by denoting the coefficient of L3 with C3, 
C3(a04a1L4a2L2) s (a0C3)p 4 (a1C3)pl, 4 (a2C3)pL2. 
The L4 term is transformed by replacing L4 with L times the 
modulus. By denoting the coefficient of L4 as C4, the term is 
seen to be 
04(a04a1L4a2L2)L (a0C4)pL 4 (a1C4)pL2 4 (a2C4)pL3. 
Again, replace L3 with the modulus in the last term to obtain 
(a2C4)p(a04a1L4a2L2) = (a0a2C4)p 4 (a1a2C0pL 4 (4C4)pL2. 
After collecting terms and simplifying, the product of two ele- 
ments in this field is 
(b0c0 4 a0(b1c2 4 b2(ci 4 a2C2)))p 
1L 
(boo, 4 b1c0 4 al(blc2 t b2c1) 4 b2c2(a0 t a1a2))pL 
2 2 
(b002 4 bici b2e0 e a2(bic2 b2c1) * b2c2(a1 a2))pL . 
Hereafter, these coefficients will be referred to as the constant 
coefficient, the coefficient of L, and the coefficient of L 2 , re- 
spectively, to avoid writing then out each time they are used. 
To determine the inverse of the first element of the matrix, 
it will be noted that the columns numbered 3c4.1 contain the con- 
stant coefficients. Those numbered 3c42 contain the coefficients 
of L, and those numbered 3c43 contain the coefficients of L 2 If 
the coefficients of L and L 2 , m 
12 
and m 
13 respectively, are zero, 
the inverse will be an integer I. If at least one of m12 and m 
13 
is nonzero, the inverse of the element will be of the form 
k0 klL t k2 L2. 
Therefore, test m12 and m13. If both are zero, and m11 yi 1, I 
is determined as it was for GF(p). If m 
11 
= 1, and m 
12 
and m 
13 
both equal zero, the first row is in standard form. If at least 
one of m 12 and m 13 is not zero, let k2 = 1 2 p k1 = 1 2 2 t f 1 
p, ko = 1,2,,p and form the coefficient of L2 in the product 
(M 11 trn 12 L4M 13 L 
2 )(k 0 sk 1 L4k 2 L 
2 
). 
When values of the k 
i 
are determined such that this coefficient 
is congruent to zero modulo p, evaluate the coefficient of L. If 
it is not congruent to zero modulo p, repeat the process until 
values of the ki are determined so that both of these coefficients 
are congruent to zero. Now form the constant coefficient and re- 
duce it modulo p. If it is 1, these values of the ki form the 
inverse 
ko kir, + k2L2. 
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If the constant coefficient is not 1, determine its inverse I in 
the manner described for GF(p) and replace each ki by (Iki)p. 
If the inverse of the first element was a constant I, each 
element of the first row is replaced by 
(Imli)p 
where j = 1,2,,6n. If the inverse was a polynomial of the 
type described above, form the product 
L 
2 
)(k 
o 
tic 
1 
LW 
2 
L 
2 
) lj 1,j1114. m l,j+2 
where j = 1,111,7,,6n-2, and reduce each coefficient modulo p. 
The element 
2 
m * 
ml, 
41L + 
ml, 
L lj j 3+2 
is now replaced by this product. 
To transform the other rows, form the product 
(m +m i2 L4m i3 L 
2 
)(m *m L 
2 
), lj 1,j+1 1,j+2 
for i = 2,3,°,n. 3 = 11-.7,10,,6n-2, and reduce each coeffi- 
cient to an integer modulo p. This product is now subtracted 
from the element 
2 
m ij tm. 1,3+1 L4 m i,j42 L . 
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Since each term of the difference must be nonnegative, one first 
tests 
mil 
. - (constant coefficient). 
If this difference is nonnegative, mil is replaced by it. If the 
difference is negative, add p to it to make the difference non- 
negative before replacement. In like manner, test 
and 
mi,j41 - (coefficient of L) 
m - (coefficient of L2). 
After all rows have been transformed, relocate row 1 into 
row n+1 and shift each element by replacing each mil with 
miel,j43. This erases the first three columns since each element 
of the field requires three storage locations. 
After the entire process has been performed n times, the 
inverse matrix will be located in the first n rows and 3n columns. 
The inverse will be exact and will consist entirely of elements 
in GF(p3). 
INVERSION OF A MATRIX WITH ELEMENTS 
IN THE GENERAL GALOIS FIELD GF(pt) 
The general Galois Field GF(pt) is described by an irreduc- 
ible equation of the form 
t-1 Lt = a0 + a1L + 00. 4 at 
-11, 
17 
There may be more than one irreducible equation over the field. 2 
A method of determining all such equations is to form the ex- 
pression 
(L t ) - (a 0 4 a 1 L + at- 1Lt -1)p 
and note those combinations of the a 
i 
for which the expression 
does not equal zero for all values of L. For this, a0 and L 
assume the values 1,2,...,p-1, the other ai assuming the values 
1,2,,p. One of the irreducible equations is now selected as 
the modulus. Let it be expressed as 
a 
0 
4 a 
1 
L 4 4 a t-1 L 
t-1 
. 
The product of two elements in GF(pt) 
, (bolbiL4...4bt_iLt-1)( ceelL4-"t-lL 
t-1/
will be considered by noting the terms of 
(biL )(co4c1L-1.....4ct_lL t-1 ). 
When i = 0, the maximum exponent of L is t-1. Therefore, each 
term will be in the fiela. For i=>0, the maximum exponsat of L 
is t-14i. Thus there are at most i terms that will involve L 
with an exponent (t -1). This means that there will be at most 
t-1 terms in the product that involve L to a degree greater than 
t-1. Each of these terms must be transformed into new elements 
that are in the field. They are transformed by replacing each 
2 Ibid., p. 179. 
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c L t-1/1 with the expression 
Ct-1/iLi°1(a 04a1L4-. +at_lLt-1). 
This process is continued until there is no term involving L to a 
degree greater than t-1. Here, Ct_14.1 is the coefficient of 
Lt-lsi for i = 1,2,,t-1. After transforming each of these 
terms into elements that are in the field, one collects terms 
and reduces their coefficients modulo p. 
Before determining the inverse, one will note that the 
augmented matrix is of dimension n X 2nt. The columns numbered 
tkfl contain the constant coefficients, k = 
Those numbered tks2 contain coefficients of L, those numbered 
tki3 contain the coefficients of L2, , and those numbered 
tk +t contain the coefficients of L t-1 . To determine the inverse 
of the first element of row 1, one tests first if the coeffi- 
cients of L, L 2 , , and L t-1 , which are m12, m13, , 
and m lt respectively, are zero. If they are all zero, test 
if 
m 11' the constant coefficient, is 1. If so, the first row is in 
standard form. If m 11 is not 1, and the other coefficients are 
zero, the inverse I will be determined in the manner described 
for GF(p). If any combination of the coefficients of the powers 
of L is nonzero, the inverse will be a polynomial of the form 
k 0 4 k 1 L k t-1 L 
t-1 
. 
It is determined by locating those values of the ki for which 
the product 
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(m 11 -pm 12 Ls.--sm lt L 
t-1 )(kekiL4wskt_,Lt-1) 
is congruent to the element 
1 1 s 0Lt-1 
where each ki - ranges over the values 
To transform the elements of the first row, if the inverse 
is a constant I, let j = 1,2,,2nt and replace each mli by 
(Imli)p 
If the inverse is a polynomial k(L), one forms the product of the 
two elements 
( mlj 4 ml,j+1L4'.-sml,j4tLt-1)(koskiLs."+kt_lLt-1) 
and reduces the coefficients modulo p. The element 
". 
1111j * 1111,j41L 4 4 m1,jst L 
t-1 
is then replaced by this product where j assumes the values 
1, t+1, 2nt-(t-1). 
The other rows are now transformed by first forming the 
product 
(milsmi2L+wsmitL t-1), j4m1,js1L4..."1,jst-lL 
t-1 
) 
and reducing the coefficients modulo p. This product is now 
subtracted from the element 
Mij Mi,j41L + "' 4 M 1,jtt-1 
t-1 
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Since each term of the difference must be nonnegative, test first 
if 
m ij - (constant coefficient) 
is nonnegative. If it is, mii is replaced by this difference. 
If the difference is negative, one would add p to it to make the 
difference nonnegative prior to replacement. In like manner, 
test each 
m i,j*r - (coefficient of Lr), 
r = 1,2,'",t-1. When transforming the other rows, i 2,3,in 
and j = t$1, 2nt-(t-1). 
The first row is now relocated into row ntl, and each mij is 
replaced by 
This causes row '2 to become the new row 1, the constant term of 
the second diagonal element is now in location m11, and the 
first t columns of the matrix have been erased. 
This process is performed n times where n is the number of 
rows in the matrix. The inverse matrix is located in the first 
n rows and nt columns. The inverse matrix is exact and each 
element of the inverse is in the field GF(pt). 
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CONCLUSION 
The appendix contains the flow charts and a listing of the 
actual FORTRAN programs for inverting a matrix with elements in 
the Galois Fields GF(p), GF(p2), and GF(p3). It should be noted 
that the variable L, in the report, is denoted by the Greek 
letter Lamda in the flow charts and by LAM in the machine listing. 
The actual program is written so that if there is more than 
one matrix to invert, the program will not have to be read in 
for each one. Also, if the matrix being inverted happens to be 
singular, the computer will print SINGULAR and then call for a 
new matrix. 
From the cases considered in this report, one notices that 
the formation of the product is a very vital part of the inver- 
sion process. For the GF(pt), one notices that there are t-1 
terms that have to be transformed into new elements that are in 
the field. As there does not seem to be any method of predicting, 
for a given GF(pt), what the coefficients of the transformed prod- 
uct will consist of, it is doubtful if there can exist a program 
for inverting a matrix with elements in the general Galois Field. 
It had been the author's original intention to write such a pro- 
gram, but that idea has been abandoned. Even if such a program 
is possible, it would probably be so complex as to be impractical. 
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APPENDIX 
MATRIX 11,:,\/12.51cpw v A1_015 C,F(W) 
START 
DIMENSION 41X 60 M(40, 40),I(40,40) EXTRA ROW (1,80) 
READ N, MODLII_US( 
--1,AP) 
GENER -ATE. IDE1.1TITY 
yEs 
PR.i taT 
511,1C,L11.AR 
YES 
I F 
M(0) Nn 
YES 
(2) 
25 
YES M(I,J)=M(I,J)41,AP-K3 
..1)=M (1,J)- 4S3 
Jr 1, 1.1 
M(N41,7)=M(1,,T) 
(IF MORE. 
mATIZCEs 
C MATRIX INVERSION OVER GALOIS FIELD GF(P) 
DIMENSION M(61,120) 
1 FORMAT(2I4) 
2 READltN,MP 
N1=N+1 
N2=2*N 
N2M=N2-1 
3 FORMAT(20I4) 
DO4I=1,N 
READ3,(M(I,J),J=1tN) 
4 CONTINUE 
DO8I=1,N 
DO7J=1,N 
J1=J+N 
IF(I-J)5,6,5 
5 M(I,J1)=0 
GC TO 7 
6 M(ItJ1)=1 
7 CONTINUE 
8 CONTINUE 
COMPUTE CONSTANTS 
READ MATRIX 
GENERATE IDENTITY MATRIX 
DO29L=1tN COMMENCE INVERSION CYCLE 
IF(M(1,1))15,9,15 
9 I4=N-L+1 
DO10I=ltI4 
IF(M(I,1))11,10,11 
10 CONTINUE 
105 FORMAT(9H SINGULAR) 
PRINT 105 
PAUSE 
GC TO 2 
11 DO12J=1,N2 
12 M(N1,J)=M(I,J) 
DC13J=ltN2 
13 M(ItJ)=M(1,J) 
D014J=1,N2 
14 M(1,J)=M(N1,J) 
15 IF(M(191)-1)16,21,16 
16 DO18MIN=ltMP 
MM=MIN 
DO17KP=10AM 
K4=MIN*M(111) 
K5=KP*MP 
IF(K4-K5-1)17,19,17 
17 CONTINUE 
18 CONTINUE 
19 D020J=1,N2 
M(1,J)=M(1,J)*MIN 
2-0-M4-11-d*=-M11-vd4 (M(1,../1"-MP}*MP 
21 D025I=2,N 
DC24J=2tN2 
K3=M(19.1)*M(It1) 
K3=K3-(K3/MP)*MP 
IF(M(ItJ)-K3)22,23.23 
22 M(I,J)=M(I,J)+MP-K3 
GC TO 24 
23 M(ItJ)=M(I,J)-K3 
24 CONTINUE 
25 CONTINUE 
LOCATE ROW WITH FIRST ELEMENT 
NOT ZERO, SINGULAR IF NONE 
DETERMINE M(1,1) INVERSE 
MULT ROW 1 BY M(11) INVERSE 
*Ro-Rfetftl-titmtc-1.-- 
TRANSFORM OTHER ROWS 
DO26J=1,N2 
26 M(N1,J)=M(1,J) ROW 1 INTO ROW N+1 
DO28I=1,N 
DO27J=1,N2M 
27 M(I,J)=M(I+1tJ+1) 
28 CONTINUE 
29 CONTINUE 
30 D031I=1oN 
PUNCH3,(M(I,J),J =1,N) 
31 CONTINUE 
PAUSE 
GO TO 2 
END 
SHIFT MATRIX 
N LOOPS STATEMENTS 8+1 - 29 
PUNCH INVERSE MATRIX 
MATRIX 11.1VERSt01.1. OVER CIALD1S El_t) (s,i- lv ) 
START 
DIMENSION 
M(41, 1.0) M(40,40), i(40,4o) EXTRA ROw (1,ao) 
READ 1i, PRIM E. =MP M(I) 
cl Iv E. R. Ai- E. 
LC=1, MP 
MP -i 
= aj MP^t 
?\4- (>121M in *" MP 
put4c1-4 
LC, LC 
EM-1AUSTED 
EXHAUSTED 
PAUSE 
READ LC.,1--CZ 
IN E 12 C.HAIIGE 
ROWS t k I 
1,AI Kt = I, M P 
KP= I, MIN It 7- 1A(1,1)* MIN 
I?. =KP 
MULT. RMN I 
SY MIN 
R,VDUC- (MD.() ?) 
YES PRItsIT SIN GuLAR 
1,2 = 1, MP -1 
K I = 1, MP 
NO 
I2 = (M" Lc* Mtz)*1,,z 1,1-XlAtz 
Ta -(I/MP)* M P 
IUO 
YSS 
II= Is * Lc *1412. 
I I= I 1- (11/Mp) *1,AP 
MIN =I) MP 
Ki)--f> MIN 
= I1 * 
15 =KP AMP 
YES 
KI=Kt*MIN.1 M--Kt-(KVMP):C-MP 
K2. --K2. 
L'K2--CK2 /MP) MP 
L-r. ROW 1 BY K I -1- lel'at 
J:1 1, 1.1 4, 2. 
= '':,.;r14,1 4- Ka LC 
1p - (I P/Kkv)* MP 
+1-t -*N11,J) Kz 4 MI,j+1 a6 14,1 
xc? = Icy- (IC,) /MP) ,\A 
M f, 
hilt."14% =- T Q 
REDUCE MAT V2. I Y. C3Y MULTIPLES OF CLCAN 
=2,1\1 
4 --11\At,1 M t,J4r1 LCD 
K4 7. I!, 4 -(t4.4/1\47,)1AP 
Y,5 -M 1.,i 1\1\ , .1+1 +(M t,4 4el /4 LC) )1 W11.,Z 
V.,5-(65/ \t?) MP 
Mx,4 - KA. =.1\A-1,J -Y4 
4IAP-Y.S 
E CI C 1Z. C)W I IZ W (11 %) 
- I 
NAT..+%,4*2 
C MATRIX INVERSION OVER GATOIS FIELD GC,' SORD1 
DIMENSION MI41.160, 
1 FORMAT12141 
2 READI1NoMP 
N2424N COMPUTE CONSTANTS 
NI4N+-1 
N4444, 
N4M4N4-2 
MPMEMP-1 
3 FORMAT120141 
DC4141.N 
READ3.1MII,JI,J41.21 
4 CONTINUE 
DOB1410N 
11411,2-, 
DO7.1=1.2 
.1141,12, 
5 II.J1140 
GC TO 7 
6 MI1,1141 
7 CONTINUE 
8 CONTINUE 
D OIILCFloMP 
DOI0LC241rMPM 
D 9LAMEIOREM 
LAM2ALAMALAM 
AM2=LAM2-1LAM2/MPIAMP 
L3FLAM+LC+LC2 
L30-3-1L3/MPIAMP 
IFILAM2-L319.10.9 
9 CONTINUE 
FUNCHILC.LC2 
10 CONTINUE 
11 CONTINUE 
PAUSE 
READ MATRIX 
GENERATE IDENTITY MATRIX 
DETERMINING IRREDUCIBLE 
POLYNOMIALS 
READ1,LCFLC2 READ MODULUS 
.471-41. COMMENCE INVERSION CYCLE 
IFIM11921126112,26 
12 FIM11.1,120.13.20 
13 49N -L+1 
DC15191,14 
IF1M11,2111,14.16 
14 1FM...11116.15.16 
15 CONTINUE 
155 FORMAI-OH SINGULAR, 
PRINT 155 
AYSE 
GO IC 2 
16 DO1.341 .N4 
17 MIN1,),11., 
O18 x=10. 
18 MII,J,M11,11 
DO19.141.4 
19 M119.11FMINI.J1 
IF1M11.21126,20,26 
20 IFIM11.11-1,21.36.21 
21 DO23M1NFI.MP 
MMAMIN 
DO22CP91.MM 
124M11.11AMIN 
134KPAMP 
1F112-13-1722.24,22 
22 CONTINUE 
23 CONTINUE 
24 DO25,104 
MII.J,M11014MIN 
25,11 11M110,-(M11,1/MPIAMP 
GO TO 36 
26 DO20K2=1.MAN 
D027E1E11.MP 
1241E1,2ALC)FM11.21+1,2*M11.11 
12412-112/MPIAMP 
1E112)27622.2T 
27 CONTINUE 
28 CONTINUE 
29 1141,14M11.11+K2+LC2AM1102, 
1.11-111/MPIAMP 
1E111-1)30,3400 
30 D032MIN+1,MP 
MA.MIN 
D OSIKPAI,MM 
11+114MIN 
134KPAMP 
IF111-13-1,31.3301 
31 CONTINUE 
32 CONTINUE 
33 ...AMIN 
El+KI1121/MPIAMP 
W 2EK2AMIN 
1,24K2-11,2/MP,AMP 
4 D03524104.2 
154M11.2)*K1+M(1.2+1)WW2ALGZ 
15+15-115/MP,AMP 
16.1F1+1,2ALCDAM11,41.,.11,11Al2 
16+16-116/MPIAMP 
MII.J1415 
MII.J+11+16 
35 CONTINUE 
LOCATE ROW WITH FIRST ELEMENT 
NOT ZERO. SINGULAR IF NONE 
DETERMINE INVERSE IF 
COEFFICIENT OF L 15 2E120 
MULT ROW 1 BY THIS INVERSE 
AND REDUCE McDUL+ P 
INVERSE IF CCEFF OF L IS NOT 
ZERO 
IF CONSTANT COEFF NOT 11MOD P, 
FIND ITS INVERSE 
MULT ROW 1 BY THIS INVERSE AND 
REDUCE MODULO P 
36 D0431.201 
. 42.143.N412 
C44.1,112M11,11+M11,2,4MII.J+11ALC2 
FALE4-1K4/MPIAMP 
FELM11111AMII4J+11+1MIIA11 +LCAM11,J+111FM1I.21 
FEEKE-lED/MPIAMP 
FIMII.J1,4137,38.38 
31 M11,11.0.3,3/114P-114' 
811.'337-.0 
311 M11,130113,6.1,8 
iFfmtl.J514,55,40.41,41 
40 MA11515M11,1+11aMP-155 
GC TO 42 
41 MII.J+1,51411,15.11,5 
42 CONTINUE 
43 CONTINUE 
DO44.1+10. 
44 110,11,1=M111,1 ROW 1 INTO ROW NA1 
D046141. 
DO45.141044M 
45 MII,JIAMI1+1,1+21 
46 CONTINUE 
47 CONTINUE 
O481=1. 
PUNCH3.0111.21,141042, 
40 CONTINUE 
PAUSE 
GO TO 2 
END 
SHIFT MATRIX 
N LOOPS, STATEMENTS 11+3 - 47 
PUNCH INVERSE MATRIX 
START 
DIME1.15101 141(31,lao) 
READ N, 
GENERATE. In 
L 2c =1, 
L1C P LAC1,P 
DETEI2M \NE ALL 
IR.R.EDLIC ISLA- EQNS 
LZC L1C L2C Az 
READ: L2C, 1.1C, LEC 
L =1 N 
flO 
NO 
I = 1 , 
UO 
- L 1 
m (3o, 3o), I ( c), 30) EXTRA ROW(1,60) 
RITER.CHIKIGE 
ROWS l $, I 
PRINT SINC,ULA.R. 
K3 = P 
s,tr-. 1, P 
13= [Mu + M,z LZC + c + LZC L 2.C) M )3 
+ 152 (Miz +M L2-C) 
13 = T3 = (1'5 /UP) AMP 
IAt. K 1 
do I? = M,i - KZ + Mva.(}S1+ K3L1C) 
M1-5[K2, 1..1C 4 (L. ZC L ICL2C)ii 
12. = IZ -(I2/MP)* N1P 
II= Mt1 K1+L CINIta Ka + K (IvIve + WC$s C) 
It = 11- CI I/MP) * MP 
K 1= (K1 
KZ:..(Ka N111)? 
K 3=('13 N-IVIN)p 
1\APY 'ROW 1 fiSY 
K1 KZ>% 4- K3 V 
.$ .DUC 
= 2 , m ; j= 4, GNI - 2, 3 
KC = M J MT, I "t"[-Mt,J t t 1,111,-3 (Mz,z 1\f1;.,.3 - L2,C) C 
isC I = V.C1 -CACl/MP) -MP 
14,C2 = 4 MI) 2. 4 CMI) hi 1.IC)-)g +1 ttMl,a L2C4(M1,z 
, L2C),1.1C,j 
KC2 14C2-(14C2IMP) MP tV1a- 
1cC3= t,d NAz ,z VIS,3 taC) J (Nz,g Mz,3LZC))...2C 
NI)3*1-1C3- W11,j*z. MP C 3 = C. 3 - (cC. VNI ) * 
YES 
M%,)1 = MI)4 4 NIP- KCt 
ZELOCX-TE Row I 
R 0\1+0 4 511: 
1\11%,.1-= INAI+1,443 
P LiNC \-1 
1\111,,, 
C MATRIX INVERSION OVER GALOIS FIELD GFIP CUBE, 
DIMENSION MI31.180, 
1 FORMAT12141 
2 READI.N.MP 
N3ANA3 
N6 ANA6 COMPUTE CONSTANTS 
NAMAN6-3 
NIAN+1 
MP.MP-1 
DO4IAI.N 
3 FORMATI2014, 
READ3.11411,1,A1A31 
4 CONTINUE 
D081.1. 
11.1.3-2 
D07,1043 
JIAN3+.1 
5 M11,111=0 
GO TO 7 
6 M11,11,A1 
7 CONTINUE 
8 CONTINUE 
DOI4L2A101P 
DOI3LIAI.MA 
0012L2A1.MPM 
OC1OLAMAI.MPM 
9 LAM3ALAMALAMALAM 
AM3ALAM3-1LAM3/MPIAMP 
KIAL2 +L1ALAM+L2ALAMALAM 
KIAKI-IKI/MPIAMP 
IFILAM3-,1110.12.10 
10 CONTINUE 
I/ FORMAT-1314/ 
UNCH11.8,81,2 
12 CONTINUE 
13 CONTINUE 
14 CONTINUE 
15 PAUSE 
READ11.LZ.L1,L2 
DO6OLAI.N 
IFIMIIP3I1341.16.34 
16 IFIMI1121134,17.34 
17 ITIM111111 9.18.29 
18 148N-8,1 
021,21I4 
IFIMII.31124.19.24 
19 IFIMII.21.4.20.24 
20 IFIMII.1124.21.24 
21 CONTINUE 
22 FORMATIRH SINGULAR, 
23 PRINT 22 
PAUSE 
GC TO 2 
24 D025,1.N6 
25 MINI.J/AM(I,J) 
0026,1,16 
26 MII.JIAMII,J) 
DC27,1.6 
27 MII.JIAM(NI,J, 
IFIMI100134,28.34 
28 IFIMI1.2.34.29.34 
29 IFIMI1,11-1)30.46130 
30 DO32MINAIpMP 
MM=MIN 
D031KPAI.M 
150411.11AMIN 
I6AKPAMP 
IFII5-16-1131,325.31 
;1gTa 
325 D033.1.1.6 
M11,11AMII.JIAMIN 
33 MII$J,AM11,0-11111,..11/MP/AMP 
GC TO 46 
READ MATRIX 
GENERATE IDENTITY MATRIX 
GENERATE IRREDUCIBLE 
POLYNOMIALS 
READ MODULUS 
COMMENCE INVERSION CYCLE 
LOCATE ROW WITH FIRST ELEMENT 
NOT ZERO. SINGULAR IF NONE 
DETERMINE INVERSE IF COEFF 
OF L AND L SQUARE ARE ZERO 
MULT ROW I BY THIS INVERSE 
AND REDUCE MODULO P 
34 DO3810.1.MP 
0037K2A1oMP 
D0561,1A1DMP 
I3AMII.IIAK3+1K2AK3AL21AMII*21+1K1.3.L1+IK2+10AL2IA,21AMII.3, 
13 =13 -II3/MPIAMP 
1E113/36.35.36 
35 12.111.1/AK2+IK1+1,3ALIIAM11,2,11,2ALI+ILZ.L2ALIIAK3I+MI1,31 
I2I2-112/MPIAMP 
IF11213609.36 
6 CONTINUE 
37 CONTINUE 
38 CONTINUE 
INVERSE 
IF COE, 
OF L OR 
SO ARE 
NOT ZERO 
39 IIAMII.DAKI+1.1,21AK31.1K2+10,21AMII.311ALZ 
I1.11-111/MPIAMP 
1E111-1,40.44.40 
40 0O42MINAI.MP 
MMAMIN 
O41KPA1oMM 
15.11AMIN 
I6AKAAMP 
IF115-16-1141,43.41 FIND INVERSE IF CONSTANT 
41 CONTINUE 
42 CONTINUE 
43 KIKIAMIN 
KIAKI-IKI/MPIAMP 
K 2AK2-11(2/MPIAMP 
K3AK3AMIN 
9.11.3-110/MPIAMP 
CCEFF IS NOT IAMOD PI 
44 DC45,1046,3 
17AMIIAJIAKI,M11.,IIAK3,1K2+1,3AL2,AM11,1+21/AL2 
1919 -(19/MPIAMP 
MII.J1A17 
MII,J+11 A18 
MII.J+2,19 
45 CONTINUE 
Uli RC 
REDUCE 
MOO P 
46 DO561.204 
0055,4.6.3 
K7AMII.JIAM11,11+IMII.J+DAM11.3,1M11,210111.31,21.111,J+2»ALZ 
7A10,10/MPIAMP 
1113/AL2IALIIAM11,+21 
K BAK8-110/MPIAMP 
KRAMII,JIAMII.37+1M11.21+M(1.31,21AM111,1+11AIM11.1,AIMII.21.11.3 
IIAL2,AL2+M11,31,11.11.1 421 
K9AK9-IK9/MPIAMP 
IFIM(1.-0-10147.48,48 
47 MIIIAM11,1+MP-K7 TRANSFORM OTHER ROWS 
GO TO 49 
48 1111,11AMII.JI-K7 
9 IFIMII.J-A11-K8050.51,51 
50 MII,Jal,AM11,1+11+MP-K8 
GC TO 52 
51 111.1 +11A2II.J+11-103 
52 IFIMII,J+21-10,53.54.54 
53 MII.J421.(1,1+21+MP-K9 
0 TO 55 
4 M(1,1+2,AMII.J+21-1(9 
55 CONTINUE 
56 CONTINUE --- 
DO57,1,16 
57 MINI.J/AMII,J1 
D059IAIAN 
D C58.1.N6M 
58 MII,JIAMI1.1,1A3, 
59 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE 
O611.101 
PUNCH3,1M11,11,1=10431 
61 CONTINUE 
GO TO 2 
END 
ROW 1 INTO ROW N+1 
SHIFT MATRIX 
N LOOP, STATEMENTS 15+2 - 60 
PUNCH INVERSE MATRIX 
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ABSTRACT 
This report is concerned with the inversion, using an elec- 
tronic computer, of a matrix with elements in certain finite 
fields. The fields considered in detail are the Galois Fields 
GF(p), GF(p2), and GF(p3). The flow charts and a listing of the 
actual programs are contained in the report. The general Galois 
Field GF(p t ) is also examined, but there is no program written 
for this case. 
form 
In the general Galois Field GF(p t ), each element is of the 
a0 t a1L + + a t-1 L 
t-1 
The product of two elements 
, (b0tb1Lt...tbt_lL t-1 )(eolC11,4*.+Ct_11J t-1, 
is a polynomial in L having the form 
d0 t d1L + d 2t-2 L 
2t-2 
. 
Each term involving L to a degree greater than L t-1 is reduced 
by replacing each factor Lt with the modulus of the field. The 
modulus is given by an irreducible equation of the form 
Lt = a0 4 a1L 4 ." 4 a t-1 L 
t-1 
When all terms have been transformed, like terms are collected 
and their coefficients are reduced modulo p. It is this trans- 
formation of the product that leads to serious difficulties in 
devising a program for inversion over the general Galois Field. 
The method of inversion is a modification of the Gaussian 
Elimination method. In this technique, one first augments the 
matrix with the identity matrix and then applies the following 
five operations; 
(1) locating a nonzero m11; 
(2) multiplying the elements of row 1 by 
m11; 
(3) transforming the other rows by replacing 
each m1 with the difference mirmilmli; 
(4) relocating each element of row 1 into row n+1; 
(5) replacing each mij with m1 
+1 j +1' 
To invert a matrix in this field, one must determine the 
multiplicative inverse of m11. If m11 is zero, the first row is 
interchanged with another row that has a nonzero element as the 
first element. In step (2), each product has to be transformed 
using the modulus of the field. Each product must also be reduced 
modulo p. In step (3), the product milmii must also be trans- 
formed by the modulus and reduced modulo p. Also, the difference 
must be nonnegative as there are no negative integers in this 
field. Steps (4) and (5) are included as an aid in the pro- 
gramming. The process is repeated n times, with n being the 
number of rows in the given matrix. When completed, the inverse 
matrix will be in the locations originally occupied by the given 
matrix and the identity matrix will not appear. The inverse 
matrix will be exact, and each element will be an element of 
the field. 
